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Disclaimer: By submitting this document to Amazon, you hereby confirm that you have checked the regulations applicable 

to your product and that the information you provide is correct. In the case of erroneous or incomplete information 

Information concerning battery sourced from the product's information leaflet found on the Philips website.

What are Dangerous Goods? Examples of Dangerous Goods

A product will be regulated as dangerous good if any of its 

components are classified as dangerous goods or substances or are 

otherwise regulated by any official organization that governs safe 

transport, storage, or handling of goods. 

For more information on dangerous goods, please consult the 

Important note: This exemption sheet is required and will be accepted only for products that may need batteries to 

function (even if the batteries are not included with the product or if the product is to be plugged-in) or that are 

batteries themselves. If your product does not belong to that category but is otherwise regulated as dangerous good or 

contains chemicals and/or substances (e.g. cleaners, essential oils, paint related products), please provide a Safety Data 
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ASIN (Leave 

blank if you 

don't have it 

yet

Product name or SKU 

number

Are batteries sold with 

the product or is the 

product a battery?

Yes
B09BL3H458 Samsung Watch 4, Small (40mm), Silver No

B08GSHP4GJ Samsung EF-DT970UBEGWW Galaxy Tab S7+ Book Cover Keyboard BlackNo

Mohammed
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to your product and that the information you provide is correct. In the case of erroneous or incomplete information 

Information concerning battery sourced from the product's information leaflet found on the Philips website.

Examples of Dangerous Goods Declaration table for products that need batteries to function or that are batteries themselves:
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Chemical 

composition / cell 

type of the battery

Battery 

packaging

Watt-

hours
Spillability

Declaration table for products that need batteries to function or that are batteries themselves:








